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At its simplest, Design Thinking is 
problem solving - the creative part is 
that it is problem solving using Empathy 
as the foundation at every stage of the 
process. I’ve often thought that the folks 
who created the term “design thinking” 
chose the word “design” to give it an 
exclusive, elitist status. But design 
thinking is a human thing. We all do 
it every day, throughout the day. When 
a colleague at work pops by to talk about 
a problem, or when we meet for coffee 

with a friend who is struggling with 
something in their life, or our child or 
partner tells us a story about a challenge 
they had that day, our response is to ask 
questions about their story to give us a 
better understanding of their experience. 
It is in this moment that we are engaged 
in the first phase of Design Thinking. 
We are developing empathy for that 
person and their struggle. And we go 
on to use that empathy to brainstorm 
solutions with our colleague, family 

member or friend. That person in turn 
reacts to the ideas being generated and 
modifies them to better fit their need, 
and eventually we land on a potential 
solution. The solution may or may not 
work, and they may come back and 
continue to discuss their experience 
and explore new ways to approach 
the problem. This is Design Thinking! 
Or more appropriately, the process 
of using Empathy to find meaningful 
and impactful solutions. 
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We recently introduced a cross functional team at a large financial 
institution to the empathic powers of Design Thinking. The word 
“design” often triggers people to imagine that to engage in Design 
Thinking requires some kind of exceptional creative skill. And this 
misnomer keeps many of us from believing that we too can be 
design thinkers! The irony is that by simply being an empathetic 
human being, we perform design thinking every day.



The more formalized Design Thinking 
process, or as we like to call it, Empathy 
Solution Designing, has five distinct 
phases. At each phase there is empathy 
reflection for the people we are creating 
solutions for at its foundation:

1.  Empathy Insight 
  The Story Collector

The sole objective of this 
phase is to learn what it’s 
like to stand in the shoes 
of those we are going to 
be designing solutions for
 

- to feel their joys, hopes, dreams, 
frustrations, and angers – to have deep 
and unbiased, unfiltered empathy for 
their experience. This is where we collect 
their stories by observing, talking, 
reading social media posts, or having 

them engage with each other to share 
experiences. 

But as Story Collectors, we are at risk 
of slipping into the role of “expert” 
where we will feel the pull to solve 
the challenges that emerge from the 
stories we’re collecting. But it’s too 
soon for solution designing – when 
we allow our “expert” to emerge 
in this phase, we cloud our ability 
to go deep and allow the true problem 
to be revealed. So to ensure we stay 
in the empathy Story Collector role, 
we like to imagine that we are studying 
for a movie or TV character role, learn-
ing how to see and feel the world through 
others’ beliefs, needs and experiences. 

Part A: Building Rapport & Trust:

Everyone has a story...

but how do you get the person to gift 
it to us in an authentic way? It starts 
with self-awareness and engaging 
your curious, open and authentic self. 
This is not a time for personal judgments 
or views. This is a time for building trust 
with the person you are seeking stories 
from, where you invite vulnerability 
by creating a safe place for open and 
genuine storytelling. Think of it as 
simply a conversation, which starts 
with building rapport and creating 
the environment for a comfortable 
conversation. Curiosity and empathy 
are at the heart of authentic conversation. 
The starting point is to learn about 
who they are and what they care about. 
Here are some great warm up questions:

 • Where do you live? What do you  
  love about the neighborhood you  
  live in?
 • What’s your job? What do you most  

  love about the work you do?
 • Tell me about a recent experience  
  you had where you felt really happy? 
 • What has upset or frustrated   
  you recently? 

Part B: Inviting Vulnerability – 
Digging Deep: 

Next, we invite storytelling around the 
theme we are interested in. For example, 
we may be interested in how we can 
improve the Public Transit experience 
for riders. In storytelling, we start on the 
surface and dig deeper and deeper, asking 
open ended questions that elicit emotion 
and self-reflection.
 
 • Tell me about the last time… you  
  had a great experience    
  riding transit?
 • What were the things that  
  happened… that made it    
  agreat experience? 
 • What feelings did you experience?
 • What else happened?
 • Walk me through how you…  
  go to work.
 • What did you observe about  
  others… traveling the transit.
 • What makes that memory stand out?
 • Tell me more. 
 • Now tell me about a time you had
  a negative experience riding transit? 
 • Etc…

It’s important to note that at this point 
we don’t yet know the Problem or Need, 
we just have a large sandbox filled with 
sand. As we collect the stories, clues 
and themes start to emerge that will 
illuminate the next phase which is 
“Problem Identification”. It is during 
this next phase that we will be able 
to start crafting and likely “reframing” 
the problem.

Empathy Insight - The Story Collector
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2. Defining the Problem
  The Problem Crafter

With our sandbox filled with stories and 
insights from observing and talking to 
people, it’s time to reflect on what we’ve 
heard and seen. It’s time to lay the pieces 
of the puzzle out and formulate a point of 
view - a shorter, more focused, and 
nuanced understanding of the solution 
design challenge. We love to do this with 
Post-It Notes and a big whiteboard wall. 
Use three different Post-It Note colors: 
one for WHO, one for INSIGHTS and 
one for NEEDS (one idea per Post-It 
Note so we can mix and match).

1. The Who:  
We start by anchoring ourselves in the 
WHO – Who did we talk to and observe? 
What user group do they represent? 
What is the context(s) or environment(s) 
that is/are relevant? 

2. Insights:
Then we ask ourselves, what did we 
hear or see that surprised or amazed us? 
What seemed new and interesting about 
how they felt, how they engaged with the 
situation we are exploring or how they 
see the world? These are the INSIGHTS 
that give us a clue as to what the NEEDS 
might be that we could solve for. One per 
Post-It Note!

3. Needs:
Then we put on our thinking cap and 
ask ourselves what this might mean 
in terms of what they are really seeking 
or needing. Next, we write a series of 
NEED statements that use verbs – action 
words. For example, I feel…, I want…, 
I struggle with…, I like…, I worry…, 
I need…, I try…, I need help…, I get 
excited when…, I hope…, etc… One per 
Post-It Note!

4. Game Changing Fantasy:
We ask ourselves what the user group 
would find game changing about their 
experience? This is an opportunity to 
stand once again in the users’ shoes and 
imagine how their world would change 
if we could change their experience. 
The goal here is to see if we can identify 
the NEEDS that might have the greatest 
impact, if we solve them. But we’re not 
yet at the solution phase.  

5. Crafting the Problem Statement 
as a Point of View (POV): 
This is where we redefine our design 
challenge into an actionable problem 
statement. Using our Post-It Note wall, 
we complete a series of NEED POVs: 

[USER ... (be descriptive)]  needs 
[NEEDS ... (verb)]  because 
[INSIGHT... (compelling or unexpected)]

For example: “MILLENNIALS who ride 
the subway NEED help creating ways to 
socially interact BECAUSE they feel like 
they are living in a city of strangers, yet 
the subway forces people who don’t know 
each other to share a common space 
in close proximity.

Having a series of NEED POV state-
ments allows us to either go back to the 
user for feedback on the statement they 
feel is most compelling (reflect) or we 
can also choose which one we believe 
is most compelling based on our knowl-
edge of the user (empathy). 

6. Quick Solves: 
Next, we test the Problem Statement by 
seeing how many quick solutions we can 
identify. If we’re struggling to come up 
with ideas, the statement needs to be 
refined. Either it’s too broad or it’s too 
narrow in scope. 
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Defining the Problem - The Problem Crafter



3.  Ideating
  The Dreamer

Now it’s time to allow ourselves to 
dream; to look around for inspiration 
and ask a new set of questions anchored 
in the HOW. “How” statements allow us 
to get to specific and tangible solutions, 
such as asking ourselves:

“How might we…” And, 
“How would…” And,
“How could …” And,...

For example:
“How might we use rituals that people 
engage in on the subway to hack 
social interactions?”

“How would a child’s lens on this 
problem inspire solutions?”

“How could we use space to affect 
social engagement?”

Once we have a long list of blue sky 
solutions, it’s important to get a refletive 
Empathy check. We take the solutions 
back to the user for input and refinement. 
At this point, we’re not trying to find 
THE solution. In fact, by getting feed-
back from the user, we’re gaining greater 
empathy and clarity around the problem 
we’re solving for. It’s at this point we 
need to go back to our POV statement 
and do further refinement based on the 
feedback we receive. Refining the POV 
statement allows us to do another round 
of ideating, and this round will produce 
even better ideas. 

4. Rapid Prototyping
  The Sketcher

This is the part where we get to fully 
engage that creative inner self who 
generally doesn’t get invited out to play 
much in our world of meetings and more 
meetings. What’s important here is that 

we give our analytical brain a rest 
and allow ourselves to use our hands 
to sketch or build using arts & crafts 
rough solutions that we’ve envisioned 
in our brain. When we invite our hands 
to draw something or build something, 
we are able to see new solutions to the 
challenge we’re solving for. All you 
need is a few arts and crafts items such 
as paper, colored pens, pipe cleaners, 
glue, or building blocks such as LEGO. 
All of these items help to loosen the mind, 
engage our left brain, and provide a new 
perspective. Whether the solutions are 
three-dimensional objects or a process 
experience, the solution always takes 
a new form when we sketch or build. 
As with the Ideating phase, it’s important 
to gain Empathy input and feedback. 
When the Builder solutions are shared 
out, we ask the participants to tell a story 
- and in the process of storytelling comes 
even greater insight and further refine-
ment of the problem itself.

Hmm?
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5.  Testing
  The Iterator 

At this stage, Testing is not about landing 
on the perfect solution. Rather, our mindset 
is on gathering feedback – learning what’s 
working and not working, and learning 
quickly so we can make refinements.

It’s about creating an en-
vironment where we can 
generate fast-feedback 
on rough prototypes,
 

then refine and place back into a test 
environment for further refinement. 
We use a Safe-Fail Predictive Market 
concept testing tool to prioritize ideas 
for immediate development and/or com-
mercialization by quickly and affordably 
understanding which concepts have the 
most promise. Secondly, it allows client 
teams to manage a pipeline of new 
business opportunities by collecting 
feedback and insight on concepts 
that need more conceptualization. 
This is hugely valuable coming out 
of a workshop with dozens, if not 
hundreds, of new ideas, and it keeps 
the process moving forward. In this 
way, we ensure that we are crafting the 
products and solutions that will best meet 
the users nuanced needs and preferences.

TORONTO | CHICAGO

FreshSqueezedIdeas.com
Insight > Strategy > Execution 

What's puzzling you?
For questions or business inquiries contact:

 
Dorothy Czylyski, President
dorothy@freshsqueezedideas.com
416.235.0909 x 146 or Toll Free: 1.844.759.2348

Testing - The Iterator 

At Fresh Squeezed Ideas, we are often approached by 
organizations seeking our support to help them innovate 
a product or a service. This design process is a quick and 
effective way to kick start the innovation and establish 
a pipeline of new business opportunities. Moreover, 
we find that it is a great way for client teams to learn how 
to unleash their inner creativity, rally together different 
disciplines in their organization, and establish a renewed 

commitment to delivering new 
and better ways of improving 
the lives of their customers.

By: Karen McCauley
Co-Founder & CEO
Fresh Squeezed Ideas  


